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COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED RESPONSE 
OF A HIGH-RISE BUILDING TO GROUND MOTIONS 

PRODUCED BY UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR DETONATIONS 

Abstract 

The dynamic response of the Bank of Nevada 
building in Las Vegas to ground motions milting 
from several underground nuclear detonations 
at the Nevada Test Site is investigated. The 
events chosen were Handfey, Benham, Jorum, and 
Boxcar. 

Both a time-dependent analysis, using the modal 
superposition method, and a spectral response 
analyst are presented. A brief outline of both 
methods is included. The ground motion was 
measured at the base of the building and at 
NOAA-NOS seismic stations designated as SE6 and 
Squires Park. Measured time-history records were 
used as die exciting motion inputs for the analyses. 
The peak response of the roof of the building wis 
aba measured for each event. In addition, for tha 
Handtey Event the ttme-iuttoty response was 
measured at various levels of the building. 

When planning a nuclear event it is essential that 
good understanding be developed of the response of 
buildings and other structures to expected ground 
motions, and of the possibility of damage to such 
structures. It is conceivable that for future nuclear 
detonations associated with the Plowshare program 
the response of surrounding structures and property 
win be a controlling factor, not only for safety 
considerations but in the overall planning and 
feaslhflity determination of the project. 

In an effort to develop tfajsimderstatiding, astndy 
was undertaken to hwesngete the dynamic response 
of the Bank of Nevada (B of N) building in Las Vegas 
to ground motions as the result of several Nevada 
Test Site (NTS) events. We present here some of the 
results obtained for tfie response of met building in its 
longitudinal direct;™. The Bank of Nevada bufldrng 
was chosen because measured bouuag response data 
were available for (he Handfey Event, enabling us to 
make a corttparisrsi between analytical and mcasuied 

A comparison was made between the calculated 
and measured peak responses and between 
time-history responses. 

A study was made of me sensitivity of the response 
calculations to three factors: the mathematical mode) 
of the building, the input ground motions, and the 
value of viscous damping. The results indicate that (1) 
reasonable modeling assumptions can lead to models 
whose calculated response is quite different from the 
measured response; (2) when measured ground 
motions as near as 800 in from the building are used 
for the exciting motion, the calculated and measured 
response values are different; and (3) when a 
posteriori information of the building (e.g., mode 
shapes, fundamental periods, and dampbrg) is used, it 
b pottibte to develop a model whose calculated 
response agrees very well with the recorded 
time-history response of the building. 

time-histoxy response. Peak response data were 
available for all the events for the U of N building. 

The events chosen were Han-Sey. Benham, Jorum, 
and Boxcar. These events were considered because of 
the similarities of their yields, depths of burial, and 
geological configurations. Abo, ground motion data 
existed from at least one common measuring station 
for these four events. 

Most of the studies reported m the trterahire on 
the response of high-rise buildings to seismic-type 
ground motions have been theoretical. To ob
tain results from such theory in practice is quite 
difficult for two reasons. First, msufScieat data exfct 
regarding such dynamic properties of hirirlhars as 
ttoluni periods, damping, material properties, etc 
Second, there is a lack of measured input ground 
motion and/or response data for bniMings with which 
to calculate the DuSding's response or to compare 
with the calculated response. Hence, with the 
exception of the work of Bturne1-2 and Hudson? 

Introduction 
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theoretical studies usually considered a hypotheti
cal model of some structure, or an actuzi model in 
conjunction with an exciting ground motion gen
erated from a past earthquake record. 

The degree of confidence that one can associate 
with my response calculation depends on how well 
the ground motion is defined and also on the 
development of a reliable mathematical model of the 
building. The development of such a model is quite 
difficult and requires much engineering experience. 

In tins study, the ground motion measured at the 
base of the B of N building for the Handley Event is 
considered as reliable input exciting motion for 
response calculations. In addition, because the 
tinoiustory response of the building was also 
meianed for the Kandfey Event, it wax possible to 
develop a model (16: see section on building models) 
of the building such that its cababted response 
agrees very well with the measured response. Since 
both a reliable input exciting motion and * reliable 
n»lei of the B of N building exist, more meaning can 
be ettached to the results of this study. 

Current practice in analyzing the response of 
structures to earthquake-like ground motions is 
centered about two approaches. One is to use a 
ticie-tustory record of the ground motion with a 
mathematical model of the structure to determine a 
time-history response of the model. For a particular 
model, this analysis win yield what may be termed 
the "exact" solution. The other approach employs 
spectral analysts tcchmqnn to obtain the peak 
response cf the structure. Should the spectral 
approach be applied to > structure assumed to be a 
simple one-degree otdHator, it would also yield the 
"exact" peak response for an assumed value of 
viscous damping. However, for a structure such as a 
high-rits btnldmg which cannot usually be repre
sented as a single-degree oscillator, it is necessary to 
make assumptions regarding modal combination, and 
the analysis becomes approximate. On the other 
hud, should the high-rise building vibrate in its 
fundamental mode (or at least in a combination of 
only a few of its lowest modes) the effect of these 
anosmtioas KganSng modal combmations would be 
ininln liwrt. The spectral approach is much simpler to 
apply but reveals less detailed ntformaliun regarding 
the rcinoiiie of the structure than dV̂ es a 
tuue-uependeat analysis. 

lit tins study both approaches were employed; a 
brjef outhne of each method is presented. Our 
purpose in making both types of analysis was to 
compare the accuracy of the spectral method with 
that of the modal superposition time-history 
approach. 

In order to give some insight into the sensitivity of 
the response calculations to parametric variations, 
results are included which were obtained when using 
(1) various mathematical models of the building, (2) 
different exciting ground motions and (3) various 
assumed values of percent critical viscous damping. 
Since only cne building was studied, the resulting 
range of variation of the different response 
parameters has little quantitative meaning; however, 
due to the goad agreement between the calculated 
and measured responses, the range of behavior gives a 
good! qualitative insight for other buddings and other 
passible exciting motions. 

It should be pointed out that, although the same 
techniques used to analyze the response of structures 
to seismic motions are abo used when designing 
them, the overall philosophy is often not the same. 
Sccautc of'lhe many uncertainties involved in design, 
conservative assumptions are often justified. Bow-
ever, when trying to predict the response of the 
structure to ascertain the possible onset of damage, 
such conservative assumptions often lead to unjujti-
fied predictions of damage. It is therefore very 
important that all the response parameter* used be as 
realistic as possible. 

In addition, a strength analysis requires detailed 
knowledge of the loading and material properties of 
the individual structural members. The materia] 
properties include allowable stresses as wen as the 
elastic constants and effective geometry required for 
the response analysis. The actual values of these 
quantities are often not even deterministic. For 
example, reasonable estimates of Young's modulus 
for concrete might vary from 10* psi to 6 X 10* psi; 
an allowable stress for concrete in tension might vary 
from 0 to 300 psi; the effective cross-section 
properties used fcr stiffness calculations could vary 
by a factor of two or three. 

Although, generally, neither the response calcula
tion nor the strength calculation is directly 
proportional tu such vaiiaticw,tte results are greatly 
influenced, particularly the strength analysis results. 
Again, much engineering experience and judgment are 
necessary when selecting values for such quantities. 

Finally, should the predicted ground motion be of 
such a magmtude that the overall behavior of the 
structure ceases to act hneany elastic, then any 
realistic respcase predictions become extremely 
difficult In fact, only conservative analysis can be 
made to ensure that no catastrophic failure occurs. 

The objectives of this paper can be summarized as 
follows: 

(1) To il-auoratute that the elastic spectral 
approach and a time-dependent approach 
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are capable of predicting the dynamic 
response of structure* to seismic motion. 

(2) To icdicate the advantages and the disad
vantages of the tx: o approaches. 

(3) To indicate the sensitivity of the calculated 
response to various mathematical models of 

the building, different exciting ground 
motions, and various values of damping. 

(4) t o give some insight as to the precision 
with which the onset of possible damage 
can be ascertained from the response 
calculations. 

Building Description 

The Bank of Nevada is a 10*toiy building located Area 20of the Nevada Test Site (NTS). A schema tic 
in downtown Las Vegas, approirimatery 155 km from of the building is shown in Fit;. I. Figure 2 shows the 

N27-E Tremvana direction 

Tree North 

Roof 

-Ground 
Rg.1. Scheina^ of the Bank of Nevada buadmg. 
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Hg.2. Maps of NTS and vicinity and of Las Vegas. 

location of the building relative to NTS; also shown The upper six floors an: 69 ft X 138 ft in obit. A 
an the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin- parking garage extends the lower four levels to 
Btntion National Ocean Survey (NOAA-NOS) 124 ft X 138it Figures 3 mid 4 show framing plans 
recording stations pertinent to this study (fonnedy of a typical upper floor and of the thin) floor. Three 
US. Coast and Geodetic Surrey). steel Games are kxated in planes B.C. and D of Fig. 1. 
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Rigid frame, plane (B) 

® 
a> ® © 

®-
< ^ 

®-

® ® 

V» V////////A 

m& 
i 1 1 1 

N27°E 

, ///Jf 

J Typical rigid 
frame-column 
connection 

Weld 

Fig. 5. Rigid frame in plane B (see Kg-1). 

These frames which extend 12S ft above the columns and girders. The building's resistance to 
surrounding grade, consist of steel wide-flange seismic and wind forces in the longitudinal direction 
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rests primarily with these three steel frames. 
Reinforced concrete slabs (4V4 in. thick) at each floor 
provide a sufficiently rigid horizontal diaphragm to 
allow us to assume that the three frames displace 
identically to longitudinal motions. An elevation view 
of the frame in plane B is shown in Fig. 5. An 
additional steel frame with reinforced concrete Mock 
is located in plane A. 

Several mathematical models of the B of N 
building were developed. AD the models are 
considered to represent the building reasonably wett. 
Their differences reflect the various assumptions 
made about the structural behavior of the building. 
These assumptions in turn reflect any known 
information about past dynamic behavior of the 
building. For example, if no information were 
available regarding the response of the building to 
past ground motions or even to induced motions, 
then any of the models would be considered 
reasonable. But if information were available which 
established, say, the fundamental period of the 
building, then a good building model should reflect 
tins information. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the different 
models, a few comments are in order regarding the 
general dynamic behavior of the building in the 
logituduul direction. Above the fifth level the lateral 
load-carrying capacity rests with three structural-steel 
frames in planes B, C, and D of Fig, 1. These three 
frames are assumed tc have rigid column-girder 
connections. That is, full moment transfer is possible 
between the columns and girders. This assumption 
might be questionable with regard to the frame in 
plane C Below the fifth level the buOdins's 
longitudinal dynamic behavior is determined not only 
by these three frames (which extend to ground level), 
but also by the rigidity introduced by the parking 
garage. Measurements of building motion during the 
Handley Event indicate that the fourth and ground 
levels displaced longitudinally together. This implies 
that the parking garage introduces a substantial 
increase in rigidity in these lower levels. Should this 
be true, lateral shear would be transferred to the soil 
beneath the building primarily through the concrete-
block wall in plane A. Otherwise, the lateral shear 
would be transferred to the soil through eighteen 
spread footings (one at the base of each of the frame 
columns). 

Two reinforced concrete walls (8 in. thick) extend 
from the roof to the ground level in planes 1 and 6. 
In addition, walls oi reinforced concrete and 
reinforced concrete block are located along these 
planes in the lower four levels. In the transverse 
direction seismic and wind forces arc resisted 
primarily by the two shear wails located in planes 1 
and 6. 

Figure 6 illustrates the basic differences among five 
of the models investigated. The models are designated 
as LI, 12, IA, LS, and L6 and have fundamental 
periods of 1.90, 1.58, 1.12, 1.72, and 1.46 sec, 
respectively. The Erst three mode shapes are shown 
for each model. AS the models are assumed fixed at 
ground level. The effect of soil-structure interaction is 
not included in the study. 

For models LI and LS the actual stiffness values 
were assigned to all the columns and girders. These 
values were calculated from the drawings of the 
building. The gidei stiffness included the structural 
steel, the 45frin. reinforced concrete slab at each 
floor, and any concrete fireprooCng. In model LI a 
3-ft portion of the slab was used to derive the girder 
stiffnesses, whereas in model LS all of the slab was 
used. The exterior column stiffness for both models 
included all of the 8-in. reinforced-concrete walls. 
The interior column stiffnesses included the struc
tural steel and the concrete fireprocfing. 

Models L2 and Lfc reflect the possibility of greater 
stiffness in the first four levels by assigning infinite 
stiffness to sE the columns and girders below the fifth 
floor. Otherwise, these models are identical to models 
LI and LS, respectively. 

In model L4 the girders were assigned infinite 
moments of inertia and the columns infinite areas far 
axial loads. The flexural and shear properties of the 
columns were in accordance with the active 
properties. Model L4, therefore, represents a building 
deforming laterally in shear. Such a building is 
commonly referred to in the literature as a "shear 
building." Although the actual properties of the 
columns and girders wuT not allow this building to 
respond as a "shear building." Although the actual 
properties of the columns and girders win not allow 
this building to respond as a "shear building," such a 
model is included for the sake of comparison. 

The total seismic weight of the building (13,080 
laps) was calculated according to the actual drawings 

Building Models 
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-0.58 
0.36 
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0.40 
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Fig. 6. Five of the building models used for the study, designated LI, L2, L4, LS, and L6. The first three mode 
shapes for each model are shown. The lowest natural period is shown in parentheses; also listed a n 
modal participation factors fur the first three modes. 



Roof 
(1260) 

5th 
(1200) 
4th 
(600) 
3rd 
(1800) 
2nd 
(1920) 

*///////// ////////7/////?r/7 S7//W//S7? 
Rigid frame ( § ) | Total wt = 13,060 kipi| 

Fig, 7. Geometry, weight attribution, and stiffness properties of columns and girders used in model L6. 
Numbers in parentheses under Qoor levels are weights, in kips, of that floor. Underlined numbers arc 
areas, units of ft2; non-underlined numbers are second moments of area, unit of ft4. 

of the braiding. The weights of the individual stories 
shown were assumed concentrated at the roof and 
floor levels, the same weight distribution was used 
for a0 models. 

Ttegeometry.weightdista'buu'on.andstifliaess prop
erties of the columns and girders used for model L6are 
shown in Fig. 7. These stiffness properties are the sums 
of those calculated for frames in planes B, C, and D. 

Measured Motion 

Two types of measuring instruments were used in 
this study: strong-motion instruments and velocity 
meters. The stronfrmotion instruments mdiiiled both 
a Carder dapbceinest meter and a NOAA-NOS ac-
cetaometct (winch measnred and recorded three 
components of accelerations and displacements). The 

velocity meters employed were either NGC-21 or L7 
(earlier models were called SCATT). These designa
tions refer to National Geophysical Company and 
Precision Instrument Compmy velocity meters, 
respectively.4-5 The strong-motion measurements 
were used only to obtain peak particle accelerations 
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and displacements. The measured velocities were 
recorded on analog tapes which were then processed' 
by Environmental Research Corporation (ERC) to 
yield a digital time-history of the velocity, accelera

tion, and displacement. 
NOAA-WOS provided and operated all tie 

instrumentation used for motion measurement in this 
study (under contract to AEC-NVO). 

GROUND MOTION 

The ground-motion instrumentation was placed ?-* 
several NOAA-NOS seismic stations in Las Vegas (see 
Fig. 2). We felt that ground-motion measurements 
at Squires Park, at SE-6, and at the base of the 
B of N braiding were the most applicable to this 
study. 

Velocity meters were used at all three stations. 
However, the strong-motion instruments were located 
only at station SE-6 and at the base of the B of N 
building. Table 1 summarizes the peak ground 
motions at SB* and Squires Park; tbe peak measured 
ground morion at the base of the B of N building is 
shown in Table 2. The S63° E component shown in 
these tables coincides with the longitudinal axis of 
the B of N building, and the N27° E component 
coincides with the building's transverse direction, 
(Note: the peak particle ground motions shown are 
not presented to indicate their Bsefumeas as an index 
of building response, but rather to stow the type of 
variation of ground motion that can be expected 
from different events.) 

For all the results given in this paper the exerting 
ground motion took the form of a digital thue-hiitoty 
of acceleration. This time-history data for the Jorum 
Event were derived by ERC For the Handtey, 
Benham, and Boxcar Events the accelerations were 
obtained by numerical difTerentiatioa (by the 
authors) of the digital velocity data supplied by ERC 

The original velocity data were recorded every 
0.00625 sec The number of dau points ranged from 
about 23,000 to 45,000 (yielding a record of approxi
mately 143 to 2S0 sec), m order to avoid Itaving to 
revise our dynamic computer program to handle such 
a large number of points, the number of points was 
reduced to about 2500. This was accomplished in two 
ways. First, instead of using every point of the 
record, we selected every tenth point. Second, we 
used only that portion of record in winch the data 
indicated maximum ground motion. 

Figures 8 and 9 show tirae-bistory plot* of the 
origrnjl data used as ground motion input. The zero 
times on these figures are arbitrary and are not 

Table 1* nek iiaaasurad around motion at Sc6 and Smawaa Park stations. 

SteubaSBS Station a^safcsMc 

Etcst 
Hee 
ODD 

Mnhce-
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Veloc
ity 

(caMc) 
ttoa 

(IIT 1!) 
Dfcee-
ttasi 

Dwakee-

<—) 

Was
try 

(«/•*) 
am 

ao-'g) 

bade? NS 
BW 
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* — N5 030 
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US 
086 

047 
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JonuB NS 031 
024 

an 
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N27°E 
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- aw 
IJ6" -

B o x - NS 030 
Q36 

1.20 
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SETS 

- 1JM 
135 -
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Tataia 2. Peak meaawad tMpORM of B of N twiiifin^ 

DfaphcB' Vetae- Amfcui-
not Kjr tfc» LaatScaol 

Eveat Dfetctka (an) (eafec) (10~ zt) tasnamcot 

Baodby S63*E 030 3.*7 1.80 Roof 
SfcfE Z« 8t»Boor 
SsfE - UB - ahflosr 
S63°E - 1,43 - 4mflacr 
SS3*E 0*97 1.34/I.5S* 030 Graand 
N27°E 0L579 1.10 045 Grand 

Beatta S3°E 0L85 - 130 Roof 

Jens* SS3"E 033 - IJO Roof 

Boxcar S6J*E 0» - MO Roof 

•taMlodaraaknMIMslKltfaa. 

related t o each other or to travel time for the Bnt 
arrivals, o f toe (treat ware. Tbe figures show the 
appreciable variation in ground notion from station 
to itation and for the different event*. The orents 

BUILDINO MOTION 

Although in many cases more than one component 
of the motion was recorded at the different stations 
throughout the hnfldmg, only mat component which 
coincides with the building's kmgitodirulaxa (S63°E> 
hmdooed. 

A ttrongmotion instrument was located on the 
roof of the B of NbuiUmg for aU four events and, as 
mentioned earlier, also at ground level for the 
Hargfley Event Velocity meters were located on the 
roof, eighth, fifth, and fourth floors, and at ground 
fevd for the Bandky Event All these instruments 
were located approximately along a vertical center-
h ^ the intersection of pbnes 4 and C of Fig. l .The 

were of similar yield and were aD located in Area 20 
of NTS. Variations of this sort are common and indi
cate the difficulty in obtaining reliable input ground 
motion. 

peak measured values recorded from these instru
ments are shown in Table 2. An inspection of the 
velocity records shows that these peak velocity values 
occur at approximately the same time. 

From these (analog tape) velocity records, accelera
tion and displacement time-history digital records 
were provided by ERC Unfortunately, the accelera
tion records appeared questionable, and we felt that 
more work was needed to check their authenticity. 
Therefore, only absolute displacement time-history 
records of the building's longitudinal motion are 
included. Rots of these displacement records are 
shown for the various levels in Figs. 10 through 13. 
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- 0 . 4 -

Time — sec 

Fig. 8. Ground acceleration vs tune for the Handley Event (S53°E component), measured at (a) SE6, (b) Squats 
Bade, (c) base of the bunding. Derived from measured velocity record. 
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Time —sec 

Ho. 9. Ground acceleration vs time at Squires ftrk (S63°E component) for events (a) Benham. (b) Jorum, and 
(c) Boxcar. Derived from measured veiodty Reads. 
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Fig. 10. Displacement vi time, roof, Handley Event Derived from measured velocity record. 
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Fig. 11. Displacement w tune, eighth floor, Handtey Event Derived rrom measured velocity record. 
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Fig. 12. Displacement vj time, fifth floor, Handley Event Derived from measured velocity record. 
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Time-Dependent Analysis 

The time-history response of the building to the 
different recorded ground motions w obtained by 
using the modal superposition method on i lumped-
mas representation of the building. A lumped-mast 
model is obtained by tumping the building's inertial 
properties at the floor levels and replacing the struc
tural members with masskas beam-like elements 
having equivalent stiffness characteristics. Sixty 
lumped masses were used, sach having three degrees 
of freedom: two translational and one rotational. The 
masses were located at the intersection of the 
columns and girders. For more details refer to the 
section on Building Modes. 

As t*"ted earlier, this study is concerned with the 
response of the B of N building only in the longitudi
nal direction. Transverse building motions are 
assumed uncoupled from kmettudssal motions, and 
therefore the transverse component of tin* ground 
motion is not included. Furthermore, the vertical 
component of the ground motion introduces neghgt* 
He longitudinal buDding motion. Hence, only the 
longitudinal component of the ground motion is used 
as the exciting input. The building is assumed fixed at 
ground level and only a viscous-type damping is em
ployed. 

Although the procedures used to calculate the 
time-dependent response of die bufldmg are well doc
umented throughout the literature,7 "* a brief discus
sion is given in order to make this report self-
contained. 

Once the tumpsd-mass model of the bufldmg has 
been established, the equations of motion can be 
easily derived, given arbitrary ground motion. Rut, 
consider a system with s single degree of freedom as 
shown in Fig. 14. When the excitation of the mast it 
due only to base motion, it is dear that the equation 
of motion can be written as 

Original 
position 

Hp, 14. System with one degree of freedom. K— 
linear spring constant, m — man of system, 
c—constant, relatmg damping force to vo-
todry of mast, xCO-abtotnte displacement 
of mast, g(t)—absolute ilrmiainncni of 
Coor (or ground). 

and the dots indicate derivative* with respect to time* 
The extension to the system with many degrees of 
freedom yields the following equation of motion: 

m x + c { x - g ) + k ( x - g ) = 0 . 

m u + c u + k n = - m i 

x * absolute wBrjfepsmentj 
u s x ~ g, the reuUive display ciuent, 
gsbasestotion. 

0 ) 
CM] (5}+[ci {tt}+rja{ti}«-i[t}{iii, ci) 
where 

[M]and{M}» dagonal and column mast 
matrices, respectively, 

(2) [C!= viscous damptngmatrix, 
[Kl« stifrne»rnatrix, 
[u\= relative dhplerriiient matrix 

(tnchtdet rotations), 
and 

g(t) = input ground acceleration. 
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It can be seen by inspecting Eqs.(l) and (2) that it is 
advantageous to use relative displacement'! and to 
express the input ground motion in tenns of accelera
tion. 

Instead of directly integrating all the equations 
that comprise the matrix system (3) (in the more 
general case we considered this comprised 180 
equations) we simplify the problem by transforming 
from physical coordinates to a new coordinate system 
in which the equations become uncoupled into the 
modal equations of the structure. (For many struc
tures only the lower modes are of any importance in 
the response of the structure, so only the first few 
modes need to be considered.) 

The key to the transformation are the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors obtained from the solution of the 
equation 

( l K ] - t £ H 4 ] ) { # , } - { 0 } . (4) 

where c^ is the eigenvalue, or undamped natural fre
quency, of the rth mode and {#ji} is the eigenvector 
of the rth mode. Phyacauy, J$ji[ is the modal defor
mation of the 7th mass in the Ah mode. The un
damped natural frequencies ut tie important in the 
estabhthment of a reliable model. 

New modal coordinates, ij, are mtnrfuwl by the 
transformation 

{»}=«{*}• (5) 

where [4] is a matrix whose columns are the eigen
vectors of Eq. (4). 

btroducmg the new coordinates into Eq. (3) and 
raennirbptying both sides by f>] T , we obtain 

W T [M1 («1 {fl }+ [#1T[C1 [*] {n) (6) 

+ [« T (KJ W {i?} = -g(t)I*,T{M} 

It is well known from matrix theory that the eigen
vectors of Eq. (4) are urthoggd relative to the 
weighting factor [HI so that 

»1T[MIWJ = 

R, 0 0 

0 Rj 

0 

** 

= [RJ, (7) 

and R, = £ m *2 . 
j=l 

Some assumption must be made relative to the 
damping in the system. To uncouple the modes re
quires thzi [C] = a ' [K], where a is a scaling fac
tor. If this is done and Eqs. (4) and (7) are used, then 
Eq. (6) can be written as 

{n\ + a 

«? 

w 

"? 

«» 
M—gcoiRr'wFJMJ.w 

The damping indicated in Eq. (8) is not of the usual 
form. The more standard notation is 

m* 
* i « i 

2p>> 2 Hi 

<4 
{1} =-eCt)[Ri-1 MT{M\,(9) 

where ^ is the ratio of actual damping to critical 
viscous damping in the rth mode. 

We see that Eos. (9) are uncoupled into the princi
pal modes of the system. The equations of motion in 
the jth mode can now be written as 

where N= total rmmbea of ramped masses H-, + 3/SL«j1?i + u f J?, = -7ig(t) , (10) 
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wbeie 

N 

X mJ*ii 
Ti = [Rr ! [ « T | M | = ^ 

i=i 

The quantity 7 is often referred to as the "modal 
participation factor." 

The time-history response of the system in any one 
mode can be obtained by a method to be discussed 
later. The time-history response of the/th coordinate 
for N modes is 

Spectral 

RESPONSE SPECTRA 

Response spectra were developed for several 
reasons. First, we needed the spectra to calculate the 
spectral response of the various building models. 
Second, we wished to obtain a more quantitative 
feeling for the variation in measured ground motion 
by comparing the different spectra. Third, tue spectra 
would illustrate the effect of viscous damping on the 
dynamic response calculations. And finally, we 
wanted to compare the spectra we developed with 
those developed by ERC This comparison would sig-
nal any errors introduced by our reducing the number 
of original data points from the measured motion 
records (see section on ground motion). 

The name "response spectrum" is used with vari
ous meanings in the literature on the dynamic 
response of structures. In addition, other names, such 
as "pseudo-relarive-velocity spectrum" (PSRV), used 
by ERC, have been applied to essentially the same 
concept Therefore, we include a brief discussion to 
define these names. 

"Response spectrum," as used in tins paper, is 
defined as the ™™imn response of a stngle-degree-
of-ireedom system to a prescribed exciting motion of 
its support (or ground); this response is plotted 
against the undamped natural period for various frac-

N 

i-t 

All the calculations required to obtain the time-
history response were performed by a computer pro
gram called TRILIN,10 which was developed in the 
Structural Dynamics Group of the Nuclear Test 
Engineering Division. 

Although all the results included used input data in 
the form of a digital time-history of acceleration, in 
several cases velocity input was used. To accommo
date this change, the computer program was altered 
so that by using a special difference scheme of inte
gration to solve Eq. (10), a velocity input motion 
could be used. (This is the procedure used by ERC.6) 
For the cases presented here, no appreciable differ
ence was observed in the calculated response, whether 
acceleration or velocity wis used as input 

Analysis 

tional values cf critical viscous damping. The response 
may be a measure of displacement (S„), velocity 
(ST), or acceleration (S a). This definition is consist
ent with that used in most structural engineering 
studies involving earthquake-like exciting motion of 
die support 

The "response spectrum" as defined can be devel
oped as follows. Consider the system with one degree 
of freedom shown in Fig. 14. The equilibrium equa
tion far this system can be written as 

mx + cx + kx = cg + kg (12) 

or 

mu+cu + ku = - m i , (13) 

where u = x -g . Either of the equations may be 
used to determine the response of the mass to 
ground (or support) motion. The choice will depend 
on the form of the ground motion. Equation (12) 
would be used if the time-history description of 
the ground motion were in terms of displacement 
and velocity. In this study the response spectra 
were calculated with a previously developed 
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computer code called SPONC,1 ° which requires input 
of ground motion in the form of acceleration and, 
therefore. Eq. (13) was used. 

For convenience the damping in the system is 
expressed as a fraction of critical viscous damping, fl, 
which in terms of the parameters of Fig. 14 is 
(20 = c/(km)v i.. The spring-mass characteristics are 
described by the undamped circular frequency of 
oscillation u = (k/ro)54 or by the undamped period 
T = 2* (m/k)54. Thus, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as 

u + 2w0u + cj 2u = -g. (14) 

The exact solution of the relative displacement of 
the mass is obtained by solving Eq. (14). It is 

w(l-02)*J 
g(T)e*^ ' s i n M l - 0 2 > 

X ft-T)|dr. (15) 

Differentiating Eq. (IS), we find the relative veloc
ity of the mass to be 

u = - I BCrfcf0<"«-ri c o s M | . j}2 ) H

 8 . T ) j d r 

o 

[l-02)*J 
+ —~^_ r i tTje^O-^s in lc jd -P 2 )" 

X (t-r)ldr, (16) 

and a further differentiation yields the absolute 
acceleration of the mass as 

.o>(! 
( T ) e -w«t-r) an[ uU-0J)fc * I - 3 ? 2 ) / " -

X( t -r ) ldr + 2cdp*f g (r* f M « , _ T > 

X c o s [ « ( I - P 2 ) K ( t - r ) l d r . (17) 

By definition, the relative displacement, S D , the rela
tive velocity, S,, and the absolute acceleration, S , 

S D = u m " 
S, = tf"» 
S =tm". 

(18) 

Thus, for a prescribed ground acceleration g(t), the 
relative displacement, relative velocity, and absolute 
acceleration spectra can be calculated from Eq. (18) 
by assuming various "alues of the natural period for 
some specified percentage value of critical damping. 

For the response of structures to earthquake-like 
excitation, the relative velocity spectrum and the 
absolute acceleration spectrum are often replaced by 
"pseudo relative velocity" (PSRV) and "pseudo 
absolute acceleration" (PSAA) spectra, defined as 

P S R V ( » S , ) H U S D 

and 

PSAAC=-S a)=-j-SD. (19) 

These spectra can be derived from Eqs. (16) and (17) 
by first assuming that the damping is small (say. ft less 
than 10%), in which case the quantity (1 - 0 : )" may 
be replaced by one, then by dropping the second 
term of these equations since they are of the same 
order of magnitude as 0, and finally by replacing the 
cosine function in Eq. (16) by a sine function. 

To evaluate the accuracy of these approximations a 
comparison of the PSRV and ST spectra are shown in 
Fig. IS for assumed values of 2, 5, and 10% for vis
cous damping. It is seen that over the period range of 
0.4-2.5 sec, and for damping values less than 10%, the 
approximations introduce no significant error. There
fore, for the present study PSRV and PSAA spectra 
wQl be considered as equivalent to S, and S a spectra. 

Figure 16 shows the response spectra developed 
from ground motions measured at Squires Park for 
each of the events considered in this study for an 
assumed 5% critical viscous damping. In Fig. 17 the 
response spectra are again plotted along with the 
spectra developed by ERG The good agreement indi
cates that no appreciable error was introduced by the 
reduction in the number of data points from the ERC 
ground-motion records. 

The response spectra for Handley, generated from 
ground motions measured at SE6, Squires Park, and at 
the base of the B of N building, are shown in Fig. 18. 
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Variation in both the ground motion and the spectrum for Handfey was generated from ground 
response can be observed in these figure*. The effect motions measured at the base of the B of N building 
of the assumed value of viscous damping can be seen for assumed values at critical viscous damping of 0,5, 
both in Fig. IS and in Fig. 19 where the response and 10%. 
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Fig. 18. Response spectra for HmOey Event, generated from sound motions measured at SE6, Squires Park, 
and at the base of the B of NrmOc&ig, 5% damping (S63"E component). 

The maxinaim story sbear at tbeferel between II and where M, is the number of levels. The shear at 
M-I hi mode "T* can be expressed as 

(23) 

the base of the system, usually referred to as 
"base shear,** is obtained by setting M = 1 in 
En. (23). 

The moments in mode 1 " can be obtained by the 
summation of the forces multiplied by the height of 
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Fig. 19. Response spectra for Handtey Event, generated from ground motions measured at tbebtjeof the B of 
N building, for values of damping of 0,5, and 10% (S63°E component). 

each force atwe the point of interest For example, 
the moment at the base of the system is 

•vi-i 

where h. = height of mats j above the base. I t i t 
improbable at any instant of tone Oat the spectral 
nines (forejtample, S,,,,, S„ 2 , and S p , ) ! ^ occur 
simultaneously. Thus roe specUalwpoiiieptucedure 
does sot permit the determination througii-jnodal 
combinations, of maximum displawnents^TeVjeBlest 
acceleration, forces, shears, or moments. Approxima
tions such as iDOt-mean-square or absolute sua, a n 
usually made. 
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Results 

Tabic 3. Calculated maximum rocf m p o w uting Uiuufcpwidint analysa. tooqttudoMl direction. 

Grieaated 
BMX. roof 

CUcakied 
Ban. roof 

Eftat Stadia Madd (» ao-JB) (<•) 

ixBflcy Sq.ft. L6 2 3.7 L5S» 
Sq.ft. 16 5 Z3 L2S« 
Sq.ft. U 10 LS L22« 
SE6 Lfi 5 U 0J*f 
BofN U 5 M 0J6 
BofN 15 5 2 * MO 
BofN U 5 22 1A2 
BofN L I 5 U 1.22 
BofN LI 5 zs 1.90 

Beabm, Sq.ft. L6 5 23 ua" 

Jons Sq.ft. L6 5 14 uo1 

h . Sq.ft. 14 S M on* 
^ M H a a ill .1 I f t lOoofcru i , , H T -

Tabte 3 and 4 summarize tte calculated peak roof 
responses, including loth the spectral and the time-
dependent results. The spectial varies were calculated 
by using the plots in Figj. IS, 16, and 19 and Eq. 
(21). Both the root-mean-squire approximation and 
the sum of the absolute modal maxima are xbown. 
Only the first three modes participated effectively in 
the calculations. As expected, because tbe building is 
vibrating primarily in its fundamental mode, the 
agreement between the spectral and time-dependent 
peak values is wry good. 

The measured peak roof responses are shown in 
Table 3 for all the events considered. A comparison 
between the measured and calculated vamp indicates 
the importance of having a tenable exciting motion 
and a icSable model; it also shows tbe variation in the 
calculated reapoesr. 

A timettstosy response was calculated for each of 
the models deidupul using the modal superposition 
method; all the different meauued ground motions 
were used as exciting motion input. Only part of the 
results are intruded. Figures 20 through 24 show the 
calculated time-history response of the absolute dts-
pUcementofthe roof, eighth and fifth floors for each 
of the fire models. The exciting ground motion was 
the measured motion at the building's base for the 

Table 4. Calculated nwimurn roof lasponsa using 
spectra! analysis, longitudinal direction. 
HancSey Event. Squires Park Station 
(S6TE).»clarnpirig, 

fMCvfcadMt, 

m s m £ mt 

u 0*41 aaa us I S 
u MB aa IJS LIS 
14 JBM JOS u» •as 
IS as* an IJ t L4T 
U a i l aa Lit L I * 
U Ml JMS in x*a 
U a» MS us u s 
u aa an ua ua 
15 aa as* ue ?J7 
u Mas a* MS US 
u aa an u» M> 
u JSJS J i t L » MS 
u an aa as? • 4 * 
LS aa IH LM MS 
U aa an ua US* 
U Ml aa zia ZJ3 
u aa aa US US 
u at* an • a t aaa 
15 at* an IJS MT 
U aaos aws •LM a n 

l&tacafbra 
Handfey Event. Five percent of critical viscous 
damping was assumed. Superimposed on each of the 
calculated plots is the measured time-history re
sponse. Since the exciting motion used in these 
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floors, Handley Event, S% dampiag. 

figures is considered to be reliable, the variations in 
the calculated response spectra are assumed to result 
from the use of the different models. 

We see from these figures that the calculated re
sponse of model L6 agrees much more fsvorabiy with 
the meanied response than do the other models. This 
was expected for the following reason. AH toe models 
were developed before any measured time-history 
information from the Handfey Event wis available. 
However, we did have peak response data for the 
roof, eighth, fifth, fourth, and ground ieveb, and an 
estimate (137 sec) of the fundamental period of the 
bunotng (see Table 1). Therefore, because the funda
mental period of model L6 (1.46 sec) most closely 
agrees with the building's measured fundamental 
period aid because model L6 better reflects the in-
creased stiffness provided by tae parking garage in the 
lower levels (also indicated by the peak measured re
sponse), this model was considered to best represent 
the butkfing- (Note that in the absence of such 
information about the building's response before 
the Handley Event, all decisions regarding its response 
have to be based on a consideration of all 
models.) 

The time-history relative displacement response at 
the roof is shown in Figs. 25 and 26 for model L6 for 
different exciting ground motions. Figure 25 shows 
dw calculated response for several events using the 
motion at Squires ftok as the exciting input Note 
that even though these events were sowar in yield, 
geographical location, and depth of burial, consider
able variation in the calculated response is evident. 
Figure 26 considers only the Handley Event; the 
exciting ground motions were measured at the base of 
the buBdtng, at Squires lark (800 m away), and at 
SE6 (7 km away). Again considerable variation in the 
calculated response can be seen even though both the 
recording stations, Squires Bade and SE6, are quite 
dose to the B of N building. 

The variation of the calculated response for 
various assumed values of percent viscous damp
ing can be seen in Table 3. A damping value 
of 5% seems to give the best agreement with 
measured data for basc-of-bnflrmig exciting input; 
however, if Squires Fade ground motion is used as 
input, a damping vshie of 10% tetms more reason
able. Bonne1 has attempted to deduce the damping 
value for a structure by using very approximate 
models with Squires Park ground morion input Our 
results indicate that this can easily lead to erroneous 
values of damping. Thus it appears mat the use of any 
model or exciting motion vthidi cannot be consioered 
rehahle could lead to an erroneous inference regard
ing the damping value few a structure. 
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Fig. 25. CMcnhted roof response s e d d L6, using ground motion i t Squires 
Fade as input. Event was (a) Bcnham, (b) Jonim, <c) Boxcar. 
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Rj. 35. Calculated roof response, model L6, for Bandley Event. Input was 
ground motion measured at (a) SE6, (b) Squires Park, (c) base of the 
ImiMmg. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

This study has shown that: 
(1) Both the elastic spectral approach and the 

tim -̂dependent approach can reasonably pre
dict the response of high-rise buildings to 
seismic motion when both the exciting 
motion and the model are reliable. Although 
the application of the time-dependent analysis 
requires more time and effort than the PSRV 
method, it reveals much more detailed infor
mation regarding the response of the struc
ture. In addition, should the structure be 
vibrating in more than cne of its fundamental 
modes, the PSRV method will yield conserva
tive estimates of the structure's response. 

(2) The calculated response of the different 
possible models of the B of N building varied 
over a wide range for the same exciting 
motion, and also for different exciting 

motions when the same model was used. The 
effect of damping was also shown to be im
portant. 

There are several important points to note: 
(1) All the models were reasonable models of the 

same building. 
(2) Ail the ground motions were generated by 

nuclear explosions of very similar yield and 
geographic location and yet the character of 
the time histories and response spectra varied 
greatly from event to event and locally from 
station to station. 

The results of tins study indicate that modeling is 
extremely important and that unless empirical data 
exist for comparison, a range of models should be con
structed. No less important is the precision with which 
the ground motion can be predicted for any mean
ingful lesponse calculation. 
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